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(a) East Asiati.c Codin.g Systems 

KIR.WEL said that in N'.we::1ber , 1944, not long after he had 
taken up his duties with fl.bt. VI C 4, he was br ought by one of his 
agents a number of coded mea..agee f'rom the l'ianchurian legation. He 
i m..iedf.a tely appr-oached the code section of OKif arid asked th.l. t 
decodes might be made from the messaGes which he produced. He was 
infonaed, hmvever, by HUETTE~EED1 ((sic)), head of the cryptographic 
department of OK'N/Chi, and his a:s -.:istant ADLER, that this was 
not possible, as the section TIUS no further advanced with the 
brea~ing of East ~siatic codes than they had been at the begi nning 
of the war. They a l s o exp.Lai.ned th'1t up to then they had bad 
little material on which to work, as the Bost Office had not 
supplied them with copies of the messages handed in by the 
Far Eastern diplorlll3.t~o miBsions, giving as an excuse that the 
quantity vms too great. KIRFEL estiQates in faot th'1t the 
Japanese Embassy sent 4 to 5 and the Manchurian Legation 3 
messages daily, each message covering one side of a closely 
written form as supplied by the Gen-nan Post Office f or the 
purpose. 

Some of the raeaaagea from the l.lanch ur i an Legation were 
not encoded but \vritten in Japanese latin script (Romaji) and 
these KIRFEL vms able to translate although with SOille difficulty, 
since they were exaggeratedly abbrevi~ted. ~hey held little of 
interest, however, a s they wer-e nn i nl y extraobu from ~WiS5, 
German and other newspapers. The percentage in Roroo.ji Y18.S about 
one third of the total nwriber. 

The messages ent r us t ed to the Cerraan post Office to be 
sent by WiT were mostly relayed to their destination. In the 
case of the Manohurian Legation they were sent via Berlin, 
Hsi.nking and received via Hoengkeng, Madrid, Berlin. Those 
of the Japanese EJnbassy went from Berlin via Madrid or 
alternatively Stockholm, or Stoakholm, Moscow to Tokyo and the 
return routes used from Tokyo wer-e the same. 

OKN/Chi further informed KTIlFEL that, in their op~~on , 
the series of nunbers of vn<ich the coded messages wer e 
composed were in all probability a code as opposed to a cypher , 

It was realised by :l.J:=tFEL that unless the system used in 
these messages was broken, Abt. VI C 4 would be working under 
a great disadvantage and he gave instructions to his agents to 
obtain any information that they could discover, expL~ining 

at the smne tune the possible existence of a code book. 

Shortly a f t er this, KASAl, who was in charge of the coding 
section of t he Manchurian Legation and was notoriously unstable, 
f ailed to lock away one of the books with which he had been 
working. This book was brought to KTRFEL, who had a photostat 
copy nude and handed to OKtN/Ch.L With this code-book in t heir 
possession, HUETTENHEn~ and ADLER then attempted to decode the 
messages, by then six in nmuber, given to them by KIRFEL. They 
soon found, however, that they could arrive at no result and, 
although the number of messages obtaine d rose to forty, all 
their attempts met with failure. 
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In the meantime, another agent also m~~~ged to obtain 
some coded messages, this time from the Japanese Embassy. On 
examination, it was found that these me aaagea , unlike the Manchurian, 
were in some form of alphabetical code or cypher which HUETT~~I11 

and ADLER again failed to break. They suggested, however, that the 
alphabetical code had a mnnerical base and wa s z-eoyphered., the 
basic code being probably the one thEl.t had been stolen from the 
Manchurian Legat Lon, In sUpport of this theory, which appeared 
to have but slight foundation, it was pointed out that a few days after 
the discovery of the loss of the code-book, a special courier 
arrived from the Japanese Legation with a copy of the code-book 
to replace the one which had been lost. It was further put f'orwar-d 
by the indefatigable pair that the recypherment was carried out 
with the aid of a machine and, once again, KIRFEL wasted no time 
in instructing his agents to make enquiries. 

Although a close watoh was kept by KIRFELls agents, no 
traoe could at first be found of the exiatance of a cyphering 
maohine in any of the Japanese or Manchurian offices. But, in 
Jantnry 1945, one of them reported having seen a cyphering 
faa chine but said that it had only remained one day in the 
Manchurian wgation, had not been used and on the same evening 
had been taken to the private rasidence of the lvianchurian 
Cotmaellor of the Legation, EH.'\.RA, a Japanese. 

lbJ Basic Codebook taken from the Manchurian Legation 

This book, which was written in Japanese and published 
by the "Head of the Japanese Military Education and Training 
E:.ltablishment" (KYoikosokan), WDS divided into three parts: 
introduction with instructions for uae , code and decode. It 
contained about 300 pages. This was the only sodebook secured from 
the Japanese. The coding sections were composed of a Geries of 
groups of four figures running from 0000 to 8999. Each four-figure 
group represented a Japanese character or a series of characters 
representing a meaning or a grammatical ending. 

Example:

,[~, Flt, [_ill~~~r1, IIi l1~l 
00)4 

1785 754 · 0035 
The Japanese Ministry of the Interior informs 

The series of numbers having been obtained with the aid of the 
codebook, it was necessary to carry out a second operation according 
to some method agreed to between the sender and the receiver. 
The method used was not indicated in the codebook, All the Ma.nchurian 
coded mearagea were divided into groups of 5 f'i.gurea and started 
with the group COO11. 
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(0) The Japanese DiploIn.'ltio code. 

The oode used by the Japanese Embassy in the me~sages
 

obtained by KmFEL differed from that used by the Manchur:L..'U1
 
Legation in that it was alphabetical and not numerical. The
 
coded messages were divided into five-letter groups and the
 
letters R,F and S appeared to predominate. Vowels were
 
omi tted. OKW/Chi failed to break this code, but sugges-t ed that,
 
as the M'lnchurian Legation and Japanese Embassy worked in
 
close cooperation, it was based on the codebook taken from
 
the ~anchurian Lega t i on .
 

(d) 90di.1g Machine in i&·.nchurian Legation. 

This rra chi.ne was described t.o KIRFEL as having two parallel 
rollers about 80 ems. in length p Leced above a keyboard and as 
b~ing furnished vdth a handle on one side. It was suggested 
by OKW'/Chi that it was of unusuaL construction. 

(e) Cyphers of other countries. 

In a conversation with ADLER I<IRFEL ,vas informed that
 
although CKW/Chi had been unsuccessful in breaking down Fast
 
Asiatic cyphers, they had been successful in br eaking the
 
cyphers of the following countries:- Finland, ?ortugal, Spain,
 
Poland, Italy and Rllinania.
 

(f) Armwers to further questions. 

KIP~~L was able to s ay little r egarding cooperation
 
between the Germans and the Japanese on the part of other
 
sections of the l~HA or elsewhere, but stated that he was
 
told by HUETTEJ'HiETIJ1 that an agreement had been na de between
 
OKfi!Chi and the Japanese for an exchange of decoded foreign
 
intercepts - at what date he does not know.
 

As far as he mew, all cryptographic nat ez-La L which cane
 
into the hands of .Abt . VI C 4 was passed to OKIY/Chi and to no
 
other organi~ation. The relations between l~t VI and the
 
Pers Z8, headed by VON SELCHOW, were unfreindly and there
 
was no contact.
 

He thought that all the messages sent out by the
 
Japanese nnbassy appeared to be in the same code, although
 
as the code was never broken there was no ev i.denoe but that
 
of their general appearance. It was not known to KIRFEL
 
or to OKW/Chi what type or kind of oypher- was produced by
 
the Japanese raachane ,
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